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Outline 
 
“In order to ensure that all of Scotland benefits, the Government Economic Strategy 
has a vital role in ensuring shared and sustainable economic growth that provides 

the most disadvantaged areas and people in society with the opportunity to prosper. 
We must maximise the potential of Scotland's people, places, and assets”.  

Scottish Government Economic Strategy, September 2011 
 
This year‟s event, “Growth vs. the Golden Rules”, will consider a range of issues 
which will influence the ability of the Scottish Government to achieve the ambition set 
out above.  The seminar will examine the economic costs of inequality, ways in 
which Scotland‟s prosperity might be more effectively measured and the success of 
other countries in balancing dynamic economies with greater equality.  
 
The Scottish Government‟s Economic Strategy balances its ambitious growth and 
productivity targets with what it describes as its „Golden Rules‟: targets on Solidarity 
(„improving the proportion of income earned by the three lowest income deciles‟), 
Cohesion („narrowing the gap in participation between Scotland‟s best and worst 
performing regions‟) and Sustainability (reducing emissions).  
 
The seminar will consider whether policies designed to achieve more rapid economic 
growth (lower business taxation, financial deregulation, flexible labour markets etc.) 
will help or hinder the Government in achieving its Golden Rule targets. Questions 
will be raised about the appropriateness of the targets and the National Performance 
Framework in which they sit. The experience of other countries will be drawn on to 
consider whether the current economic strategy is likely to achieve the totality of its 
goals. 
 
This seminar will bring together leading figures from the trades union movement in 
Scotland, Members of the Scottish Parliament and other guests to discuss the trades 
union perspective on the policy choices ahead. 
 
 



Agenda 
 
9.30am Arrival and registration - teas and coffee available 
 
10.00am Welcome - Murdo Fraser MSP, Economy, Energy and Tourism 

Committee. 
 
10.05am Welcome - Grahame Smith, General Secretary, STUC. 
 
10.15am Guest speakers: 
 
1. Stewart Lansley – will discuss the economic costs of inequality.  
 
Stewart is an economist, financial journalist and award-winning television producer. 
He is a visiting fellow at the Townsend Centre for International Poverty Research, 
the University of Bristol and the author of The Cost of Inequality: Three Decades of 
the Super-rich and the Economy,  Poor Britain (with Joanna Mack), Rich Britain, Top 
Man, a biography of Philip Green and Londongrad: From Russia With Cash. 
 
2. Dr. Katherine Trebeck – will discuss how prosperity is measured; drawing on 
development of Oxfam’s Humankind Index and analysis of the Scottish 
Government’s National Performance Framework. 
 
Katherine is Research and Policy Advisor for Oxfam‟s UK Poverty programme in 
Scotland and an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Glasgow. She leads 
on development of Oxfam's Humankind Index, a measure of Scotland's real 
prosperity developed through a wide range of community consultations. 
 
3. Professor Mike Danson – will discuss the performance of Scotland’s European 
neighbours in balancing dynamic economies with greater social equality. 
 
Mike is Business School Associate Dean of Research & Commercialisation 
Reader in Economics and Management at the University of West of Scotland. He 
specialises in regional economics and policy development and has published widely 
in this area. 
 
11.45am Discussion and Q&A 
 
12.45pm Close and light buffet lunch 
 


